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Sebastian & Millicent (www.sebastianandmillicent.com), home to luxury designer lingerie and artisan
pleasure products, is pleased to announce the launch of their Couture Bespoke Lingerie Service.
In celebration of National Lingerie Day on 24th April, Sebastian & Millicent are inviting clients to
treat themselves with beautiful and high-quality couture lingerie personalised to their unique individual
tastes.
It’s the perfect indulgence for those looking for something extra special and that wow factor. The
choice available means that clients can find exactly what they want in the style and colour they want. It
is particularly wonderful option for those that struggle to fit that perfect fit.
“Sebastian & Millicent are always looking for ways to help the modern woman express herself. We have
been receiving requests for custom coloured lingerie since we launched. The Hidden Treasures
collaborative collection lets us provide exquisite lingerie that suits the personality and unique style
of our customers, as well as supporting the next generation of British designers.”
-Rachael Cunningham, Founder of Sebastian & Millicent
With a variety of styles, colours, fabrics, trims and sizes to choose and customise from, clients simply
select their preferred design and standard size from the “Hidden Treasures” designer range, which
currently features luxury lingerie designer Katherine Hamilton Intimates. To view, please click here
(https://www.sebastianandmillicent.com/fitting-service/couture-bespoke-design/katherine-hamilton-x-sebastian-millicent.html).
The custom-made couture lingerie will be delivered within 6 weeks of the order being placed.
Sebastian & Millicent lingerie expert and founder, Rachael Cunningham, is also available for a private
fitting consultation in person or via Skype. For face to face consultations, samples can be provided, and
clients will be able to view a swatch book and choose from additional colours and fabrics.
Prices for the bespoke lingerie service start at £430 for a bra and £265 for a knicker, with 10% off
when signing up for the Sebastian & Millicent newsletter.
For further information, please refer to:
https://www.sebastianandmillicent.com/fitting-service/couture-bespoke-design.html
To find out more about Sebastian and Millicent, please visit www.sebastianandmillicent.com or join in the
conversation on Twitter @sebandmillie
To request further press information, images or to request an interview with Rachael Cunningham, please
contact Nina Saini at nina@mediabitch.com or on 07956 841 359.
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